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Distribution of light-induced defect states in undoped amorphous silicon has been studied by using
the modulated photoconductivity spectroscopy technique. The experimental results show that a large
increase of the neutral defect states occurs, and the positively charged defect states grow particularly
in the midgap energy range. The qualitative features of the measured energy distribution agree well
with the theoretical prediction from the current defect formation model, although a quantitative
comparison with respect to the magnitude of density-of-states reveals a discrepancy between theory
and experiment. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.

1. INTRODUCTION
The light-induced metastable changes in hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) have been the subject of intensive study over the last decade. It has been established that
intense light illumination produces additional midgap defects, which are ascribed mainly to Si dangling bonds (DBs),
and that the light soaked (LS) state returns to thermal equilibrium (TE) state by annealing. However, a detailed understanding of the phenomenon is still missing. In particular,
one wishes to know how the defect states change in energy
distribution. The change suggested from defect formation
model’ has not been confirmed experimentally. In this work
reported here, the TE and LS defect states in undoped a-Si:H
have been investigated by applying modulated photoconductivity (MPC) spect.roscopy.2 The model prediction is examined from a detailed density-of-states comparison between
them.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

DETAILS

The sample studied in this work was a rf-glow-discharge
undoped a-Si:H film deposited on a glass substrate. The substrate temperature during the deposition was 300 “C and the
film thickness was 1.5 pm. Coplanar Al electrodes 15 mm
long were evaporated on the top of the film, with the electrode spacing being 1 mm.
The TE state was attained by annealing the sample at
200 “C for 240 min in vacuum and cooling it slowly to room
temperature. The Fermi-level position of the TE sample was
determined to be += ~~-0.7 eV from the room temperature
dark conductivity using the prefactor of cO= 150 S cm-‘.3
The LS state was achieved by exposing the sample at room
temperature to a homogeneously absorbed red light from an
He-Ne laser (632.8 run) with an intensity of 150 mW cm-*
for 1020 min. For such a prolonged illumination, it is expected that a light-induced creation of defects is nearly saturated and defect structure comes into the metastable steady
state, as suggested from previous experiments.4 The light
soaking brought about a decrease in photoconductivity, the
initial and final values of which, assuming photoconduction
dominated by electrons, corresponds to the quasi-Fermi levels at ef,,= ~~-0.39 eV and ~~-0.44 eV, respectively.
‘)E-mail:hattori@‘semi.ee.es.osaka-u.ac.jp
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In the MPC measurements, the sample was mounted in a
temperaturecontrolled optical cryostat. The measurement
temperature was varied in the range between 140 and 320 K.
A light-emitting diode with peak fluxes at 655 nm modulated
at a frequency w==2rrf with f varying between 0.63 Hz and
I kHz was used to generate MPC.
Measurement of the modulus 0; and phase shift 4 of a
low-illumination MPC that reflects electron trapping and detrapping processes gives a density-of-states spectroscopy.
Suppose that the density-of-states is made of various types of
defects labeled by i, each with electron capture coefficient
Ck, the defect distribution Di(e) can be related to MPC as2
SE-(2l~kT)[ep~G,

sin(~)/a,,+o]=~~e~oi(E~),

with EL= E,- kT ln(N,C~lo). Here, kT is the thermal energy, e the electronic charge, ,u~ (= 10 cm% sj the free electron mobility, ec the conduction-band (CB) edge, iV, (= 102’
cm-3) the effective density of CB states, and G, the alternating part of photogeneration rate. The MPC response is
conditioned by the electron concentration no generated by
the background steady-state illumination Go, since MPCactive are OdY the defect states lying
above
efn= E,- kT ln(N,lno) at which thermal emission of a
trapped electron preferentially takes place rather than recombination with a hole. Due to this limitation, for a fixed w and
T, the signal S scanned with no exhibits. a falloff when
noC$-o. Measurement of the evolution S(no) thus allows
us to determine Ck as well as @(E). For a-Si:H material
containing DB defects. each of which has three states of
charge, Df, Do, and D-, the distribution of the +/O transition levels D+“( E) , associated with the capture coefficient
for D+( C,‘), and the distribution of the O/- transition levels
D”(E) -+ Do’ - ( E), associated with the capture coefficient
for Do (Ci), can be separately obtained. Details of the evaluation procedure were described in our previous article.’
Ill. MODEL PREDICTION
Before going into the description of the MPC spectroscopy results, it may be appropriate to summarize what kind
of light-induced change in DB defect distribution is expected
from the current defect formation model.‘T5 Assumed in the
model is that the DB defects are created by the breaking of
weak Si-Si bonds, which are relevant to the tail states dis-
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tributed like exp[-(e--eO)lkT,]
above the valence band
edge 6”. The defect formation may be stabilized by a diffusive H motion through breaking and reforming Si-H bonds.
When a distribution P(E) of potential energy sites at which
defects could be formed, the so-called defect pool, is present
due to the inherent disorder of the amorphous network, the
resulting defect distribution D(E) is approximately represented ass
D(e) = yP(e){exp[ - (E- E,)/kT]/fO}T’T*.

(1)

In the above expression, y is the energy-independent scaling
factor, f” the occupation function for Do, and
T* = T, + mTl2, where m denotes the number of Si-H
bonds mediating the defect-forming reaction. The TE defect
states with distribution D&E) and the LS defect states with
distribution D&E) are both originated from the same defect
pool represented by P(E). The difference in spectral shape of
D(E) is provided by the function {exp[-(e- Q/kT]/
PIT’T*It is well known that the occupation function fO is given
at dark equilibrium by
fO={l+exp[(E-EF)/kT]/2
+ exp[ ( eF- E- U)/kT]/2}-l,

(2)

where U is the effective correlation energy that separates
D”“(~)[=D(~)]
and D”-(E) [=D(%+ Cl)]. A more general
expression that can deal with nonequilibriuti cases is derived
from the detailed balance of electronic transition processe$
fO=[l+(pC~+e~)/(nC,f+el:)
+(nc~e~inC~+e~)/(pCp+e,)]-‘,

(3)

where ei,- are the electron thermal emission rates for Do,states, e ‘,’ the hole thermal emission rates for Df*’ states,
and C,” and Ci,- the associated capture coefficients. Applying a regional approximation in energy to Eqs. (2) and
(3), the relative change. in defect distribution D&6)/D-&e)
is found to be expressed as
R exp[-(Efn-Euj/kT*lLs+(~F-cE,)lkT*lTE]
for

-5)

-$JLs,

R exp[-(E-ev)/kT*ILS+(EF-E,)/kT*ITE]

for 4h.,~>0 +TE,
R exp[-(c--~E,)/kT*\LS+(E-eE,j/kT*I~
for eFITE> E> +ITE- U,
R exp[-(E--E,)/kT*ILS-(cF-2c-U)/kT*lTE]
for eFITE-- U> E> $lu,
R exp[(efp-2E-for &ILs~
I

U)/kT*Iu-(~F-2~-U)/kT*llTE]
6,

where R is defined as (~Ls/(&&(~Ls/(&a)
and the notations ITE,= designate the quantities under the TE and LS
defect-forming conditions, respectively. Although the above
expressions are obtained with assuming that (1/2)T’T*ITE,LS
2990
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of function &,(.sj/L&(e).
The energy E,Cis
the dark Fermi level under the TE defect-forming condition. The energies
.#“,+ are the quasi-Fermi levels for caniers trapped at Do states under the LS
defect-forming condition.

and (l+pC~/rzC~+nC~
/pC,)T’T*ILs are on the order of
unity, the simplification does not significantly alter the discussion
described
below.
The
energies
t$,,= EC-kT ln[N,C,f/2(nCz
+pCj)]
and
e$= E,- U
+ kT ln[N,CT/2(n@,+pC;
j] are the quasi-Fermi levels
for electrons and holes trapped at Do states introduced by
Longeaud and Kleidet6 The coefficient R determines the
change in defect density. The suggested theoretical
formulation’ involves concentration of minority photocarriers plLs, which is hardly assessed from experiments. Apart
from the absolute scale of DLs(.sj/DTE(~), we shall restrict
our attention to its energy profile in the following.
Figure I displays the expected spectral shape for
D&E)/D&E).
As found from the illustration, a lightsoaking yields a defect distribution with a largest growth in
the midgap range E&&E>+
ITE-U where Do occurs in
the TE state. The MPC spectroscopy measures electrontrapping states lying in the CB side, indicating that a-close
look at this energy region is of special importance for a comparison between the theory and the experiment. For the +/O
transition levels, the ratio D&&D&E)
are kept constant
above &lLs, while below E:,J~ it shows an exponential inthe ratio varies expocrease. Between E,& and E&-U,
nentially but its slope is relatively small. The behavior for
the O/- transition levels follows that for the f/O transition
levels, being shifted by U.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We will here proceed to discussion on experimental results. Several repeated MPC measurements for both TE and
LS samples have been carried out yielding estimates for the
capture coefficients in the range Cz = (0.8 - I .4) X 1 Om6
cm3 s-l and Cz=(0.3-1.4)X10-s
cm3 s--I. A general trend
that a charged defect is more efficient in capturing a carrier
than the neutral one due to Coulomb attraction underlies the
identification of charge states of defects. The deviation
among estimated values, which is thought to be partly due to
some ambiguity in deconvoluting the measured MPC signal
into the +/O and Ol- transition components, affects little the
energy proiile of derived defect distribution.
Hattori et al.
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FIG. 3. Ratio of density of LS defect states to density of TE defect states
obtained from the results presented in Fig . 2. The arrow indicates the energy
position of quasi-Fermi level E~~(~.
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FIG. 2. LS and TE defect distributions measured by MPC spectroscopy.

The results plotted in Fig. 2 were obtained with
10-6 cm3 s-L an(j c”= 10-x cm3 s-1 e which differ
slrghtly from those reported in our previous publication.”
Deep defect bands located around 0.4-0.6 eV below CB are
assigned to arise from the positively charged and neutral DB
states and represent distributions D+‘“(E) and D”-(E), respectively. The capture coefficients, being almost identical
with C,:,‘, were assessed for the exponential distributions
superimposed on DB defect bands, which are likely to be
associated with CB tail states. The positively charged state of
the CB tail is highly improbable, however, a specific subset
of tail states that are built in close to Di and exposed to
Coulomb attractive potential produced by the charged center
might possess capture coefficient as large as Cl.”
In order to compare the MPC results with the defect
formation model, we plot the ratio of density of LS defect
states to density of TE defect states~in Fig. 3. The relative
change in distribution falls down and approaches unity for
e>e,--0.3 eV, where the DB defect distribution is masked
behind the CB tail distribution. The spectrum below ~~-0.4
eV is almost flat for the O/- transition levels, while for the
-t/O transition levels it exponentially grows below a kink at
~-0.44 eV. The kink position coincides with the quasiFermi level ~~~1~. Note that E:~=E~,, when nC~+pC~ . The
inequality of capture rate is consistent with a generally accepted view, that is, electrons are majority photocarriers in
undoped a-Si:H, and a charged defect center exceeds the
neutral one in capture efficiency. The observed spectral
shapes are thus in reasonable agreement with the theoretical
prediction. A small bump at ~~-0.34 eV for the Ol- transition levels would imply that a distribution of defect states of
different origin is overlapped. A suggestion from previous
MPC workssv7 is that they are not bulk defects but some
surface or interface defects.
For a further quantitative examination of the relative
change in distribution, it is convenient to use the ratio for the
cf=

0.5

E&-IT (eV)

f/O transition levels at &)nlLs as a reference. Assuming that
UsO.3 eV,2 ~~~1~-~~[~=0.3 eV, kT*lTE=60- 100 meV,2,5
and kT* ILs=60-70 meV, expected from the model is a
prominent growth of Do. The resulting ratio for the +/O transition levels around ~,&.u is 100-1000 times as large as the
reference. However, this was not observed. Experimentally,
the increment factor is less than 10, as found from Fig. 3.
The defect formation model with a Gaussian pool
P( E) Kexp[ - (E- E &2/24] leads to comparable densities for
the charged and neutral DBs in the TE state of undoped
material when applying estimates of ~~=0.15 eV and
U=O.3 eV2 By contrast, our observation is that TE-Do density is roughly one order of magnitude larger than TE-Df
density. The disagreement must be correlated with the small
increment factor in DLs(e)/DTE(~) described above. The current model leads us to expect that a light initial n-type doping and a resulting Fermi level shift, which could arise from
contamination of the film with 0 or N atoms, yields a larger
ratio of “iSDo to TE-D+ density.s It should be noted, however, that the possible E,& shift does not essentially alter the
formulation for ratio D&&)/D&E)
described in Sec. III, and
does not give an explanation for our observation. Interpretation for present experimental results might need some corrections for theoretical description of the TE process, which
are not cIear at present and are the subject of further investigations.

V. SUMMARY

MPC spectroscopy has been applied to investigate the
distribution of light-induced defect states in undoped a-Si:H.
It is shown from the measurements that a large increase of
the neutral defect states occurs, and the positively charged
defect states grow particularly in the midgap energy range.
The qualitative features of the measured energy distribution
agree well with the theoretical prediction from the current
defect formation model, although a quantitative comparison
with respect to the magnitude of density-of-states reveals a
discrepancy between theory and experiment.
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The results reported here were all obtained with a single
sample. The fact that the correlation between TE and LS
defect distributions observed was found for a randomly chosen high-quality sample, which has TE-Do density of about
1016 cmm3 (see Fig. 2), suggests that other samples of the
same type would give similar results. Our more general experience with other samples does not lead us to expect.significant variations in the defect distribution between samples.
It is hoped that this work will provide incentive for researchers to make density-of-states measurements on Tl3 and LS
undoped a-Si:H samples, to test the generality of present
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results, as well as to refine the theoretical description for
defect formation.
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